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A new virtual keyboard for owners of touch screen devices

February 9, 2011: Comfort Software Group released a modified version of Hot Virtual Keyboard for owners of Windows-based systems. This modification, called Touch Screen Keyboard, was developed specifically for touch screen devices: touch screen monitors, stationary e-kiosks, Tablet PCs and others.

What makes Touch Screen Keyboard so different from competing products? First of all, its visual effects. For instance, the keyboard nicely slides from under the bottom of the screen only when you need to enter text (if there is no text input controls on the screen, the keyboard is automatically hidden). If you press a key on a touch screen, you will see a small tooltip window with the corresponding character in the area not covered with your finger. Windows 7 users will like the support of the multi-touch technology – you can now type uppercase letters by pressing and holding down the Shift key.

Touch Screen Keyboard has two main layouts that can be quickly switched using a special button. The alphabetic layout supports all the languages installed in your system (Windows 7 supports over 160 languages and layouts). When you change the input language, the layout on the on-screen keyboard changes as well. The alpha-numeric layout enables you to type numbers and 35 other characters: arithmetic signs, brackets, currency symbols and more. You can also use one of the 60 keyboard layouts included in the installation package.

Touch Screen Keyboard has several default features that accelerate and facilitate typing on a touch screen. For instance, the program will automatically add a space and press Shift after a period. The software can also automatically suggest words, update the dictionary and intelligently configure the prediction engine according the user’s needs (the program comes with dictionaries in 20 languages).

The latest edition of Touch Screen Keyboard supports Windows XP/Vista/7 operating systems and is offered as a free evaluation download at https://hotvirtualkeyboard.com/touchscreen/
A demo version is available which is fully functional and is limited only by time.

About Comfort Software Group

Founded in 2006, Comfort Software Group manufactures and markets a wide range of usability tools and end-user software solutions to help customers improve productivity and better enjoy their use of personal computers. Comfort Software Group is dedicated to offering quality products and top-level service to our customers worldwide. The company strives to constantly improve its products according to the needs of the customers.
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NOTE TO EDITORS: Please, let us know if you have questions or would like any additional information on Touch Screen Keyboard. Contact Sergey Koshkin at press@comfortsoftware.com

Product page link: https://hotvirtualkeyboard.com/touchscreen/


